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 Dana Domsodi: The economic and political anatomy of (im)migration. Assessing the impact 

of Eastern European immigration on the UK labour market  
 Irene Peano: Emergenc(i)es in the fields: Affective composition and counter-camps against 

the exploitation of migrant farm labour in Italy 
 Laura Stielike: Migrants’ Responsibility to Develop. Agency, Discourse and Power 

2. Subjectivities and bordering practices at the intersection of Race, Gender, Class and Nation
 Natalie Cisneros: The “Illegal Alien”: Race, Gender, Sexuality and Immigrant Subjectivity
 Elena Fontanari: Fragmented lives. Desire and trajectories of border-crossing refugees
 Brandon Davis: Desiring Israel: Gay Tourism, Jews and Homonationalism 
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3. State rescaling, the proliferation of Europe's internal borders and migrant deportability
 Enrico Gargiulo: Between State and Municipalities: the Growing Role of Local Authorities 

in the Control of Migrants’ Movement within the Italian Borders
 Alexej Ulbricht: Polyrhytmic Communities: thinking multiculturalism beyond liberalism 
 Juri Schaden: Drafts (22', Austria, 2013)')

4. Micro-physics of bodies in excess: informal tactics transcending spatial and political orders
 Pietro Saitta: Informality and Social Advancement. Ethnography of an exchange beyond the 

borders of the law 
 Hollygale Millette: (Dis)order and Migratory Disobedience in a Neoliberal World

Session 1
Race at work: migrant labour exploitation and dynamics of c  lass   (re)composition  

Dana Domsodi: The economic and political anatomy of (im)migration. Assessing the impact of 
Eastern European immigration on the UK labour market  

There has been a heated academic and political debate around the question of immigration in the 
UK for the past years, the focal point being shifted around different migrant groups, according to 
political  urgencies  mirroring  different  economic  dilemmas.  My presentation  will  focus  on  the 



impact upon the UK labour market of Eastern European immigrants – an analysis that I conduct 
within a  Marxist  theoretical  approach to  this  phenomenon.   The main  question that  guides my 
inquiry is related to the economic and political problematic objectivities that explain the intricate 
structure of the new labour market interaction between immigrant labourers and the local labour 
force. My paper will provide a critical analysis of the recent and not so recent official reports on 
immigration and labour market legislation from the perspective of the impact that it  has on the 
working class (local  and external).  What  I  propose is  a critical  reading of these reports,  while 
disseminating the economic and political truths that guide and inform them, against the political and 
economic  agendas  that  try  to  confiscate  their  findings.  What  happened when the  EU 8  labour 
market restrictions were lifted, that made the EU 2 unrestricted migration seem so problematic in 
2014? What was the impact of immigration upon the historical legacy of a certain price and value of 
(migrating) labour itself? How can we explain the anti-immigrant attitude among the local working 
class towards the external one, while saving both and a possible alliance at the same time? Why can 
we still speak of class allegiances in this situation? And what do we gain in theory and practice 
from it? These are the questions that my paper will address, while critically assessing the outcome 
of its findings.

Irene Peano: Emergenc(i)es in the fields: Affective composition and counter-camps against 
the exploitation of migrant farm labour in Italy 

The proposed paper investigates militant practices that revolve around the control of mobility and 
the exploitation of migrant labour in contemporary Italy. It is based on sustained engagement and 
participant observation in a number of militant contexts, and particularly with an activist network 
that concentrates predominantly on the exploitation of agricultural labour, through activities that 
aim at  understanding forms of  exploitation  and repression,  bringing solidarity  to migrants,  and 
breaking the isolation, precarity and precariousness (to adopt Judith Butler's distinction) in which 
they are forced by a state of emergency. The proliferation of camp forms which carachterises the 
globalised Italian countryside (a space which cannot be readily defined as straightforwardly urban 
or rural), however, is here read as a rule by emergency in governmental, economic-administrative 
more than in sovereing, legal-political terms. Formal and informal camp settlements merge into one 
another,  and  the  exception  becomes  the  rule,  but  in  an  optic  of  mobility  control  and  labour 
discipline more than, or alongside, as a symbolic function. If the migrants in question are formally 
deprived of their political subjectivity,  in a system that confines them in ghettoes or camps and 
denies them any opportunity to obtain regular work (regardless of their legal status and right to 
work), the paper shows how the militant political practice of building 'counter-camps' in an optic of 
(affective,  embodied,  as  well  as  symbolic)  composition  might  begin  to  build  alternative 
subjectivities out of the encounter between citizens and non-citizens across different locations. It 
does so by reflecting on the notion of subjectivity as it has been deployed in critical thought, putting 
it in dialogue with analytical models that stress the trans-subjective, affective dimension, and with 
the militant notion of composition as it has been re-worked outside the orthodox 'class' paradigm.  

Laura Stielike:  Migrants’ Responsibility to Develop. Agency, Discourse and Power 

The image of migrants as agents of change has become integral part of the dominant discourse on 
migration and development. Through remittances, circular migration and diaspora projects migrants 
are expected to further the development of their countries of origin. Following Michel Foucault‘s 
Archeology of Knowledge, I will analyse documents on migration and development published by 
international organizations and development agencies as fragments of a discourse of governance. 
Based  on  Foucault‘s  concept  of  governmentality  I  will  ask:  What  is  seen  as  the  target  of 
governancein the field of migration and development? What is the principal form of knowledge 



used and promoted?  What  is  proposed as the essential  technical  means of  governance when it 
comes  to  furthering  development  through migration?  What  forms  of  subjectification  are taking 
place? I will show that striving for development is constructed as every migrant‘s duty. Yet, the 
migrants‘  personal  development,  political  reasons  for  departing,  as  well  as  difficult  living 
conditions  in  receiving  countries  lie  beyond the  limits  of  the  utterable.  Drawing on Foucault‘s 
analysis of human capital theory and his notion of 'entrepreneur of the self' I will argue that many 
migrants today are held responsible for the provision of public goods in their countries of origin,  
whereas  the  states‘  responsibility  for  development  diminishes.  By  contrasting  the  institutional 
discourse on migration and development with interview material  from Cameroonian migrants in 
Germany I will show that immigration law, institutional racism and memories of colonialism are in 
a complex relationship with the discursive "responsibility to develop".

Session 2
Subjectivities and bordering practices at the intersection of Race, Gender, Class and Nation

Natalie Cisneros: The “Illegal Alien”: Race, Gender, Sexuality and Immigrant Subjectivity

My paper draws on Michel Foucault’s work on biopolitical racism and Gloría Anzaldúa’s work on 
borderland subjectivity, as well as other texts in critical race, decolonial, and feminist theories. I 
first  show  how  the  “illegal  alien”  has  emerged  as  a  type  of  subject  constituted  not  only  by 
immigration laws but also by multiple and intersecting discourses and practices, including political 
debates, police actions, and technologies of incarceration. Then the paper develops an analysis of 
the implications of “illegal alien” subjectivity for political and ethical approaches to immigration 
and for theoretical accounts of race and racism. By focusing on central characteristics of “illegal 
aliens” in the contemporary context, including their racialization, sexualization, and criminality, we 
see how this subjectivity functions apart from legal categories that are supposed to determine it. 
Ultimately, my analysis sheds light on how the “illegal alien” has emerged at the center of various 
contemporary thought, speech, and action as an always-already racialized, criminal, and perverse 
“anti-citizen.”  Besides  providing  an  approach  to  political  and  ethical  questions  surrounding 
immigration  and  citizenship  in  particular,  this  project  also  contributes  to  the  fields  of  critical 
philosophy of race and feminist philosophy, as well as Chicano and Latino studies and Foucault 
studies. It is also in conversation with existing work on the intersecting functions of racism, sexism, 
heterosexism, and classism. 

Elena Fontanari: Fragmented lives. Desire and trajectories of border-crossing refugees

This paper aims to contribute  to the theoretical debate that analyses the migration's phenomenon 
linked  to  globalization  through  the  concept  of  “European  Border  Regime”  (Mezzadra  2004; 
Andrijasevic, Walters 2010; De Genova 2013). I am working on the topic of migration in Europe 
linked to the theme of internal borders' control system, focusing on the borders of legal status of 
refugees in relation to the urban context of the city. The research fields are set in the cities of Milan 
and Berlin.  Since I  am interested  to grasp the tension between the agency of subjects  and the 
structural  constrain  (governmentality)  in  which  they  moved,  I  focus  on  a  particular  group  of 
refugees that have crossed several territorial and juridical borders to follow their desire to move 
free.  This  group  are  the  so  called  “Lampedusa  Berlin”,  i.e.  refugees  who  have  obtained  a 
humanitarian protection in Italy during the “North Africa Emergency” and have moved to Germany 



although they are not allowed. These refugees gave rise to a vigorous protest in the cities of Berlin 
and Hamburg to claim their rights to freely work and move through Europe . 
The methodology I  am using is  the multi-sited ethnography:  following the movements  and the 
trajectories of subjects through the tool of shadowing – in the Milan and Berlin urban context – 
allows me to highlight  the  fragmented  nature  of  the  sovereignty in  Europe,  in  which  different 
political  authorities  and  actors  are  involved  in  the  redefinition  of  borders  and  citizenship. 
Furthermore, the in-depth interviews with my research's protagonists allow to grasp the subjects' 
desire and to highlight the social practices implemented by those refugees who possess a temporary 
legal status, looking at the new spaces of action and possibility they build.  

Brandon Davis: Desiring Israel: Gay Tourism, Jews and Homonationalism 

In the past decade, the Israeli government has spent millions of dollars on a "rebranding" campaign 
to present the country as a liberal beacon among a sea of homophobic Arab states. Activists against 
the Israeli occupation have cited ways in which this marketing strategy is used to whitewash Israel's 
crimes against the Palestinians. For many queer activists and authors, Israel's attempts are also a 
perfect  example  of  what  Jasbir  Puar  called  "homonationalism,"  the  modern  state's  inclusion  of 
homosexuals at the expense of other marginalized groups. Less attention, however, has been paid to 
the effect of these discourses on both world Jewry and the so-called "international gay community."
Building off of my senior thesis  in anthropology,  winner of the Kenneth Payne prize from the 
American Association of Anthropology, my paper will build from the existing critiques of "pink 
washing" in attempts to understand their broader aftershocks. Using ethnographic research with gay 
Jews from around he world who have decided to emigrate to Israel, I will discuss the interactions of 
Diaspora and gay politics and space, and provide a bridge between studies of gay diasporas and 
homonationalism. 

Session 3
State rescaling, the proliferation of Europe's internal borders and migrant deportability

Enrico Gargiulo: Between State and Municipalities: the Growing Role of Local Authorities in 
the Control of Migrants’ Movement within the Italian Borders

According to John Torpey, «modern states, and the international state system of which they are  
a part, have expropriated from individuals and private entities the legitimate “means of movement,” 
particularly,  though by no means exclusively,  across international boundaries» (Torpey 1998, p. 
239). As a consequence of this process of expropriation, «state controls on movement among local 
spaces within their domains subsided and were replaced by restrictions that concerned the outer 
“national” boundaries of states», while only the Totalitarian states have maintained controls on their 
internal borders (ivi, p. 243).

The framework traced by Torpey, despite the abundance of historical data displayed within it, 
does not take adequately into account the role that the control on internal borders had played in the 
past and is still  playing nowadays also for the non-totalitarian states. The case of Italy is quite 
emblematic of the this role: the control on people’s movement towards the urban centres was one of 
the  main  concerns  of  the  fascist  regime,  but  the  policies  against  urbanism became  even  more 
restrictive during the years after the defeat of fascism. In Italy, therefore, the control of the internal  
borders has been performed by democratic governments as well as by a totalitarian regime.



During the last years, this form of control has become relevant again in the Italian context, and 
has  been practiced  by the Mayors  of  some municipalities.  These Mayors  have started to  issue 
administrative  provisions that  prevent  migrants  from  enrolling  the  registry  office of  the 
municipalities in which they live. In this way, migrants’  access to some  fundamental rights has 
been obstructed, given that the registration is the only means by which is possible to have access to 
social services and, hence, to enjoy those rights effectively.

The administrative  provisions that  obstruct  the registration are not able  to impede the direct 
access to the territory of a municipality,  but could discourage many migrants from moving to a 
place in which they wouldn’t be formally recognized and their rights wouldn’t be protected.

Given this premise, the paper aims to analyze the legal mechanisms as well as the institutional  
discourses that shape the forms of control here described. Through this analysis, it will be shown 
how these forms of control strengthen the system of  civic stratification (Lockwood 1996; Morris 
2003) by virtue of which different rights are granted to citizens and to the diverse categories of non-
citizens.

Alexej Ulbricht: Polyrhytmic Communities: thinking multiculturalism beyond liberalism 

The  shortcomings  of  liberal  multiculturalism  as  a  way  of  regulating  coexistence  are  well 
documented.  Rather  than acting as an inclusive,  difference-friendly framework to allow for the 
coexistence of the plurality of subjects that various migration flows bring to the polity it acts as a 
mode of immunising liberalism – of regulating and incorporating Other subjects into the polity in a 
way that strengthens liberalism. Less clear is what alternative frameworks of regulating coexistence 
would look like. Even those theories that actively valorise difference often have little to say about 
what this embrace of difference would look like in concrete terms in a plural society.
This paper sets out some of the things such a new multiculturalism would need to do in order to 
avoid just becoming another immunitary mechanism. Such a new politics of regulating coexistence 
would need to be multiculturally constituted (that is draw on the conceptual resources of a variety of 
traditions), differentially applied (that is be locally constituted), and think connectedness in a way 
that does not overdetermine difference. Drawing on the work of Lefebvre I suggest that one of the 
ways  of moving towards  this  kind of politics  could be through the idea of a  polyrhythmically 
organised community.

Juri Schaden: Drafts (22', Austria, 2013)

While individual resistance in european migrant camps and deportation prisons has existed as long 
as the prisons themselves, recent years have shown a rise of organized collective struggles from 
inside these centers. The video "Drafts" examines one of the European Union's counter-strategies to 
this development: the construction of the Vordernberg Deportation Prison in Austria. The discourse 
surrounding this project shows that, beyond managing the known notions of security and migration-
control,  one  of  its  main  aims  is  to  redefine  the  visibility  and  outside-perception  of  migrant 
imprisonment. Ranging from redefinitions of prison vocabulary in the field of critical architecture to 
politician's promises of crisis-proof jobs in a post-industrial landscape.
Using loose fragments from interviews and documents related to this process, certain subjectivities 
are created, offering a space to question the importance of their individual participation and agency.
Aiming to create an analysis which serves to reinforce future struggles, the video tries to generate a 
map  of  the  social  context  that  is  able  to  create  and  sustain  a  practice  like  the  Vordernberg 
Deportation Prison.



Session 4
Micro-physics of bodies in excess: informal tactics transcending spatial and political orders

Pietro Saitta: Informality and Social Advancement. Ethnography of an exchange beyond the 
borders of the law 

The present paper discusses the outcomes of an ethnography lasted five years (from 2002 to 
2007), and devoted to the study of the interactions between locals and immigrants in Mazara del  
Vallo (Sicily) – a town of about 51,000 people, which, since the end of the 1960s, is home to a large 
number of Tunisians active in the rural and the fish sectors. For both the scholarly and the common 
discourse, the consolidated presence of such immigrants  and the lack of open conflict  made of 
Mazara del Vallo an exemplary case with regard to “integration” and “multiculturalism”. Over the 
course of previous  analyses  concerning the case at  hand,  I  dealt  with such representations  and 
showed that this  local experience should rather be read in terms of “soft segregation” – due to 
instrumental character of the relationship linking Italians and Tunisian workers, and the various 
forms of marginalization experienced by the foreign population with regard to work, housing, and 
the social mobility. In this perspective, lack of conflict in the public space had to be interpreted as 
an expression of subalternity and docility of this segment of the foreign population, and the most 
obvious sign of an asymmetry of power that has allowed the Italian employers to exploit Tunisians 
for  decades.  Without  taking  in  to  account  other  conflicts  –  relating  segments  of  the  foreign 
population to the control agencies – in the matter of permits, drugs, and various forms of deviance, 
which helped make stable the system by imposing both an “internal” and “external” discipline (that 
is, forms of control exercised by the immigrant group itself and the police) which prevented large 
sectors of the Tunisian community from breaking rules.

In the 1990s, new arrivals alter the scenario. Preceding the Kosovo war, in fact, a vast group 
of Roma families settles  in the town, proposing a completely different  insertion model.  Illegal, 
uneducated, unfit for regular work and salaried jobs, Roma family have imposed their presence on 
this small Sicilian center. Such households – composed of men, pregnant women, and children – got 
to constitute a sort of humanitarian emergency within the town, and were able to open a negotiation  
with local authorities that brought them to occupy a line of decaying houses within the Casbah – the 
immigrant neighborhood situated in the historical center of the town. 

Decrepit and falling in pieces, such houses were revitalized by the abusive presence of these 
undocumented Roma that, in the same years during which an anti-immigrant and, more specifically, 
anti-Roma backlash develops in the country, have been able to produce a space of their own. Within 
such  space,  through  informal  activities  (consisting  of  music,  drug-dealing,  street  commerce, 
creation of artistic bottles and similar handcraft), children became adult, and experienced diversified 
paths characterized by the “integration” within the national subproletariat, or, in other cases, within 
that  class  of little  rentiers  and speculators  that  compose  the very core of  the local  economy – 
beyond gaining the status and the condition sought by a number of  Mazaresi, trapped within a 
traditional and parasitic notion of economy and speculation. 

The paper,  then,  discusses  the  insertion model  pursued by the  Roma,  and suggests  that 
informality is a paradoxical means for social advancement (sometimes not “vertical”, but merely 
“horizontal”).  The particular condition of the city,  and the capability by this group to negotiate 
spaces beyond the borders of the law, has produced positive results in terms of stabilization, and the 
reversion of those nomadic trajectories that were the outcome of the pressures exercised by the 
States crossed by the Roma over the course of their escape from war. The “instinctive” awareness 
of the limits not to trespass by this group, and its capability of posing the needed conditions for a  
common terrain of informal exchange with the authorities, together with the willingness of these 
latter to confront their counterpart on such terrain, show that “legality” (a recurring aspiration in 
today’s Italy) is not the only space within which positive changes can take place.



Hollygale Millette: (Dis)order and Migratory Disobedience in a Neoliberal World

There are more boats and ‘live-aboard’ boaters on the inland waterways of Great Britain than there 
were  in  the  late  nineteenth  century.  Their  history  experienced  seismic  shifts  throughout  the 
twentieth century, but most recently competitive and corresponding desires have manipulated their 
past and contested their future. In short, neoliberalism has noticed them. Thinkers such as Wendy 
Brown account for neoliberalism’s insidious attack on subjectivities. But boaters exist outside of 
what remains of the polis and disrupt its ideology. Carter defines this as a freedom, but it can also  
be  seen  as  disobedience:  if  they  are  not  already  antagonistic  to  neoliberalist  ideology,  their 
mobilities mark them as such. 

The future histories of canal boaters are now being curtailed, by a charitable organisation disguised 
as a regulatory agency that wishes to ascribe on its people boundaries, movement restrictions and 
reclassification  of  “place”  in  the  term  “neighbourhoods”.  The  ‘responsibilisation’  these  social 
controls would force on boaters would result in the eradication of the subject – two things that these 
mobile peoples would view as both a threat to their inherent freedom, as Hobbes considered it, and 
as an injustice to their way of life as Article 8 of the European Court of Human Rights and legal 
scholars configure it. 

Drawing from ethonography and action-based methods,  this  paper  considers  an often  forgotten 
migratory people whose integrated heritage history is about to be lost to the spatial ordering in the 
urban and rural scape. The measures threatening their continuous movement across the 3,000 mile 
linear  village  that  is  their  home  are  devices  of  management,  social  cleansing,  and  control  of 
nomadic bodies that the regulatory authority deems to be a liberal “excess” in a neoliberal world. 


